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ABSTRACT

The measurement of exclusive reactions at large momentum trans-

fers provides an important testing ground for models of hard

quark-quark scattering. We have measured cross sections or set
+ + + + +

upper limits for 12 meson-baryon (ir p + pir , pp , ir+i , K7"Z ,
it~p + A°/i:0K0, K"p -»• pK") and 2 baryon-baryon (p~p + pp") reac-

tions near 90° CM. By studying the flavor-dependence of these

2 exclusive reactions at t » -9(GeV/c)2, we have been able to

demonstrate in a perturbative QCD picture that the quark-inter-

change mechanism is dominant over gluon exchange and quark-

ant lquark annihilation. We will also present preliminary re-

sults on many of these reactions at t - -5(GeV/c)2 with better

resolution and statistical precision.

In a single experiment, with a single experimental arrangement, we

have measured or set upper limits on 12 meson-baryon and two baryon-

baryon cross sections in a small angular region about Q * 90°. The
CM

reactions measured at 9.9 GeV/c Incident momentum (s « 19.5 GeV2)
included:
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ir~p -»• pit (1,2)

K ^ * pK* (3,4)
ir~p + p p (5 ,6)

iTp -*• T T + A * (7,8)

iTp + K+2T (9,10)
w-p + A°K°, £°K° (11,12)

^V + PP~ (13,14)

The experiment, carried out at the Brookhaven AGS, was designed to study

the quark flavor-dependence of large-angle two body scattering "in"the

hard scattering domain where elastic cross sections show a power-law

energy dependence at fixed angle. The observed energy dependence follows

the expectations from very general dimensional scaling arguments.1 The .'

reactions have -t * 9 (GeV/c)z, corresponding to a scattering distance of

0.2 Fermi, so that one expects such processes to probe the interactions

between the constituents of the hadrons.2

The major features of the apparatus have been described in our pub-
lication concerning n~p elastic scattering and exclusive p~ production.3

A magnetic spectrometer with a horizontal acceptance of ±2.5° at 22° in
the laboratory accurately measured the direction and momentum of the
stable, positive particle in the final state. This range of angles ap-
proximately corresponds to |cos9_M|< 0.12. All the results given cor-
respond to a more restrictive angular region (-0.05 < cos6- < 0.10)

CM
where all 14 reactions have good acceptance. An array of three large
area proportional chambers (7 sensing planes) provided acceptance from 5°
to 75° for the recoil particles. At 6_w » 90°, the azimuthal acceptance

CM
for the spectrometer was ±7.5 and the azimuthal acceptance in the side
array was ±20". Two threshold Cherenkov counters filled with Freon 12

to thresholds of y • 9 and 21 were used to identify pions, kaons and

protons in the spectrometer. The trigger requirement was based solely on

a p measurement in the magnetic spectrometer, with uniform acceptance

for all particles in the spectrometer within 907. of the elastic momentum.

The acceptance fell off to zero at about 65% of the elastic momentum.

There were two data taking periods. During the first period 4.7 x

10 1 2 incident negative particles were recorded with only a threshold

counter to identify the incident pions. During the second period, two

differential Cherenkov counters were installed. One counter identified

pions and kaons, and the other identified kaons and protons. For the

negative run 6.0 x 10i2 incident particles were recorded with a ir~:K~:p~



ratio of 98:1.1:0.34. In the positive run 3.4 x 10 1 2 particles were

recorded, and the ratio of iT+:K+:p was 43:1.3:55.

The reactions were identified by a combination of beam and spec-

trometer arm Cherenkov tags, the 3 kinematic constraints for elastics,

the side missing mass, and topologlcal constraints such a<= the presence

of a vee. Using kinematic constraints, a Large sample of pp elastics

were gathered; the extraction of 700 n~p elastics was described previ-

ously. 3 The 500 ir+p elastic events were separated from the larger number

of pp elastic events by opening angle. The pp elastic backgrodnd-was

minimized by requiring identification of (1) a spectrometer ir+, or (2) a

spectrometer proton and an incident ir+. In Fig. la we show the MM2 dis-

tribution of events with an incident beam it+ and a spectrometer u+. The.

three curves show the contribution of the elastic scattering, A+ produc-

tion, and inclusive background.

+ _
The separation of K p and pp elastic events from itp elastic events

was more difficult as the kaons and p were only a small fraction of the

incident particles. The kinematic separation of Kp from np elastics was

comparable to our experimental resolution. Requiring double identi-

fication of beam kaons and no additional beam track within a 10 ns time

window limited the wp contamination. No ir+p and two ir~p events were

expected to survive the identification and kinematic cuts in the K~p

samples. Our final samples are 14 ± 4 KT̂ p elastic events and 5 _ K~p

elastic events. One possible pp event was found with the use of the beam

Cerenkov counters, with relatively good kinematic separation from n~p

elastic scatters.

Reactions (5) through (10) were identified by a combination of

Cherenkov counter identification of the particle type in the spectrometer

and a determination of the missing mass of the recoil particle. These

reactions also are distinguished by a single charged particle from the

decay of the recoil particle such as A+ •»• w+n or + pit0. A single recoil «

array track cut was imposed to enhance the exclusive signal over the

multiparticle inclusive background. Corresponding distributions for

reactions (7) and (9) are shown in Fig. 1. Cross sections or upper

limits were determined by fitting the missing mass squared distribution

to a power series for the inclusive background, and gaussian(s) for the

exclusive peak(s). The parameters of the gaussians were a combination of

the resolution width (measured in the elastic channel) plus decay widths

and masses from the Particle Data Group.*• Various fits were performed to



demonstrate the existence of the signals for reactions (5) and (7). The

mass and width of the gaussians were varied and fit within errors to the

expected values. The probability that either reaction is a statistical

fluctuation is less than 0.002. In the p~ analysis, the decay track was

used to determine the p spin alignment, as described in Ref 3. In the A+

analysis, the decay track was used to verify that the branching ratio, A+

+ pir°/A+ + nit+, was consistent with the expected value of 2. A search

for the reaction ir~p + TT+A" yielded no events above background.

To search for the reaction ir+p + idr1" the data were cut orf, events

with an identified beam pion, an identified spectrometer kaon, and an

angular separation from elastic kinematics in the recoil array of > 40

rarad, to exclude ir+p elastics. The recoil array cut was required since

the MM2 for raisidentified ir+p elastics was close to the MM^.2. The ver-

tex had to be consistent with the expected decays. In this sample, there

was a pion contamination from ir+p + rr+X due to inefficiency of the spec-

trometer low pressure Cherenkov counter. By invoking a further cut on

the pulse height in the high pressure Cherenkov counter signals (<l/2

pion pulse height), 802 of the pions were rejected while 100% of the

kaons were accepted. The resulting MM2 distribution in Fig. lb shows no

excess of events above background at MM^ 2. Similar methods were em-

ployed in determining the upper limit to ir~p + K+2T.

The reaction w~p ->• A°K° was identified in the spectrometer by a

momentum analyzed proton from the decay A° •* p*~, and a track in the

forward chambers from the decay w~. After assuming the A" decayed with

the proton forward (75% acceptance) the A° momentum and direction were

reconstructed. Candidate ir~p + A°K° events must have had a good beam

vertex (<12 mm rms) within the target (100% acceptance), a decay distance

greater than 8 cm (85% acceptance), and a track separation greater than

35 mrad (83% acceptance). In the recoil direction we searched for events

which had a missing mass near that of the kaon, and which had either no

tracks indicating a K, or K + 2n° t or a two-particle vertex indicating a

K •*• if*"*~. One event was found corresponding to the upper limit at 90%

C.L. given in Fig. 2. In the reaction rr~p •* E°K°, the photon from the

decay 1° + A* + y was not detected, leading to an upper limit three times

larger.

The acceptance of the apparatus was extensively investigated by

Monte Carlo calculations which included measured inefficiencies. The

efficiencies of the detectors were checked by internal consistency and by

use of the over-constrained elastic reactions. The acceptance of the



apparatus in azimuth varied from 0.011 for reaction (9) to 0.043 for

reaction (2). Corrections were made for particle absorption (.85-.90),

selection cuts for particle identification (.50-.75) and kinematic selec-

tion (.75-.89), and trigger efficiency (.63-.71).5

Figure 2 shows a plot of all the meson-baryon and baryon-baryon

reactions measured in this experiment along with some elastic cross sec-

tions from other experiments scaled to 9.9 GeV/c using the dimensional

scaling rules. ! The pp and ir~p elastic cross sections are in goad agree-

ment with previous measurements.6 7 However, there is a factor of 2.2

discrepancy between our ir+p result and that of Baglin et al.8 Similarly,

our K^p cross section is larger than their upper limit.8 The source of

this disagreement is not known.

In a recent experiment with the sane apparatus at the AGS we greatly

enhanced our sensitivity to the exclusive reactions for which we only

obtained upper limits at 9.9 GeV/c. The incident momentum was reduced to

6 GeV/c to give an increase in the elastic event rate of about 35. This

increase in the statistical precision plus the improved missing mass

resolution at the lower momentum should allow us to measure exclusive

cross sections at a few percent of the elastic rate. The addition of a

hodoscope within the spectrometer magnet will allow complete kinematic

reconstruction of final states involving lambdas. A selection of pre-

liminary results from this new data set will be presented.

A variety of theoretical approaches have been used to describe two

body scattering at large angles, including phenomenology and a difficult

first order perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculation which is in progress.9

Statistical models, where all SU(3) amplitudes are assumed to be equal,

lead to similar cross sections for the different reactions.*" These are

clearly ruled out by variations in measured cross sections of greater

than 10.

A second approach assumes that exclusive reactions at large s and t

occur through the hard scattering of some of the valence quarks. The

quarks that do interact may do so freely (involving a pQCD calculation)

or may be exchanged as s- or t-channel mesons or baryons. The calcula-

tions of Nardulli, Preparata, and Soffer are the most detailed.11 When

they assume the dominance of meson-exchange over baryon-exchange, they

predict equal ir~p elastic cross sections and no n+A+. Both predictions



derive from equal s- and t-channel exchange amplitudes, with destructive

interference for TT+4+. Our results are ir. disagreement with the model's

predictions.

In the pQCD approach of Farrar, 9 it Is assumed that all the valence

quarks undergo hard scattering, which is the basis for applying dimen-

sional scaling to these reactions. The reaction amplitudes are written

in terms of four major classes corresponding to gluon exchange.(GEX)

between the hadrons, quark Interchange (QIN), quark annihilation l(ANN)

and a combination of interchange and annihilation (COM) (Fig. 3). The

different reactions involve different quark diagrams, and this is il-

lustrated in Fig. 3. By comparing, for example, proton-proton and anti- •

proton-proton elastic scattering at 90°, one can see that QIN is strongly

favored. If gluon exchange dominated, the cross sections would be equal.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the cross sections for the reactions which do

not include QIN are small.

Domination by QIN amplitudes would have several other ramifications

which can be seen in the data: for example, *+p reactions should be

favored over rTp due to the larger number of combinations for u-quark

interchange between the ir+ and proton. 12 A fit to the meson-baryon cross

sections with a subset of the different amplitudes leads to amplitude

ratios QIN/ANN > 10 and QIN/GEX > 2.5.5 These amplitudes, however, do

not allow for helicity non-conservation between initial and final states,

as observed in the ir~p + p~p data.3 13.

The 14 reaction cross sections presented here clearly indicate that

exclusive reactions are dominated by quark interchange. *** It will be

very interesting to see if more refined theoretical calculations indicate

the same underlying simplicity.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Missing mass distributions for two sets of reactions. In (la) a A+

(1232) resonance has bean included in the fit shown, as well as the

elastic peak and inclusive background. An arrow in (lb) indicates

where the S*" signal should appear in the MM2 distribution.

2. The cross section and upper limits (902 C.L.) measured by this ex-

periment are indicated by the filled circles and arrowheads. These

values represent an average over the angular region from -O-.05 <

cos6,,w < 0.10. The other measurements were obtained from the fol-

lowing references: w+p and K^p elastic (Ref. 8), ir~p + pu~ (Ref.

7), PP + PP (Ref. 5; Allaby, open circle; Akerlof, cross). Values .

for the cross sections in nb/(GeV/c)2 are as follows: (Reaction:

cross section):(l:4.6±0.3), (2:1.7+0.2), (3:3.4+1.4), (4:0.9*°'^),

(5:3.4±0.7), (6:1.3±0.6), (7:2.0±0.6), (8:<.12), (9:<.l), (10:<.06),

(ll:<.05), (12:<-15), (13:48±5), (14:<2.1).

3. The four broad classes of quark flow diagrams for pseudo-scalar

meson-baryon scattering are gluon exchange (GEX), quark interchange

(QIN), quark annihilation (ANN), and the combinations of quark ex-

change and annihilation (COM). For illustration, the quarks for id'p

elastic scattering are shown for GEX and QIN diagrams which are the

only ones which can contribute due to the presence of the s quark In

the K+. The reaction ir~p + A°K° is Illustrated In the ANN and COM

diagrams which are the only ones which can contribute because of the

need to create a ss pair in the final state. Baryon-(anti)baryon

scattering can Involve additional interchange (annihilation) dia-

grams but no COM diagrams. The quark flow diagrams which can con-

tribute to the other meson- baryon reactions are as follows:

(1,2:GEX,QIN,ANN,COM), (4:GEX,ANN) (5,6,7:QIN,ANN,COM),

(9,ll,12:ANN,C0M), (8,10:C0M).
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